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Primary and Secondary Market Recap
By John Kozak, Managing Director and Head of Municipal Sales and Trading

THIS WEEK’S PRIMARY MARKET ACTIVITY
The largest deal of the week, a $2.4B Dormitory Authority of
New York Tax-Exempt issue, was subscribed for but at much Brian King, Managing Director
wider spreads than expected. The deal received $277M in Public Finance Investment Banking
retail orders. The deal was cheapened by as much as 20 (312) 931-6680
basis points (10 by MMD cut and 10 by spread) from Retail bking@cabreracapital.com
to Institutional pricing. The $588M Taxable Dormitory
John Kozak, Managing Director
Authority of New York issue was oversubscribed in spots Municipal Sales and Trading
and spreads were tightened by as much as 13 basis points (312) 931-6686
on the short end and 5 basis points on long end and were jkozak@cabreracapital.com
priced to the tights. The $380M Los Angeles Wastewater
Revenue Bonds Tax-Exempt issue struggled to get done. The Merita Kulpinski, Senior Vice-President
Lead Municipal Underwriter
deal received $48M in retail orders. From retail to (312) 931-6654
institutional pricing the deal had to cut levels 15-18 (10 cut mkulpinski@cabreracapital.com
MMD/5-8 spread) basis points. After the Institutional order
period, the short end had to get as much as 5 basis points
cheaper, 2027-2028 were bumped 2 basis points, and the remainder of the scale was unchanged.
The City of New York leads the calendar next week with an $875M Tax-Exempt deal.
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THIS WEEK’S SECONDARY MARKET ACTIVITY
TURN OF THE TIDE? Municipals finally caught a bid on Thursday (3/17/22). This ended what has
amounted to an 11-week rout of the asset class. What remains to be seen is if this uptick in valuation
is sustainable or if it’s just a pause in the larger trend to higher interest rates.

The market “bounced” twice in February only to see a larger/steeper decline immediately following.
The difference between those rallies and the current rally is that we have the Fed’s much anticipated
rate hike behind us. Seeing the Fed do what they said they would do has spurred more confidence
in the market. After closing at a 2.50 on Tuesday, 30-year government bonds are trending toward a
2.45 close this afternoon.
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As municipals have done a fairly decent job of keeping up with US Treasury activity, the amount of
relative value that municipals offer is at or near its highest point of any time during the past 12
months.
04/01/21 to 03/16/2022
HIGH %
MUNICIPALS/TREASURIES CURRENT %
(CHEAP)
5-year
77
83.9
10-year
90.5
95.1
30-year
97.2
97.2

LOW %
(RICH)
43.2
56.7
63.5

At the time of this writing, Lipper reported outflows of $2.1 billion. So, despite the increase in
relative value and the recent uptick in US Treasury bonds, the municipal market still has to contend
with some negative technical factors such as outflows and heavy customer bids wanted. These
considerations have yet to be worked out and it will take a few days of stability in the market to give
market participants additional confidence.
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